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As a vegetarian, cyclist, and someone who tries to consume
ethically, my flying didn’t seem to fit alongside my desire to
minimize my contribution to climate change.

For a few years I actively cut back on flights, and bought
carbon offsets when I did fly. But when last year’s IPCC re-
port suggested the window of opportunity for avoiding ir-
reversible climate change may close in just ten years,
something changed for me. Carbon offsetting, which had for
a while seemed to be a viable solution to the problem of avi-
ation emission, now seemed increasingly inadequate in terms
of time, effectiveness, and ethics.

A plane that flies today emits carbon today. Trees take
years to plant, grow and remove carbon dioxide, and time is
one thing we don’t have. In terms of effectiveness, a recent
EU study found 85 percent of offset projects studied failed
to produce the promised carbon reductions. Ethically, carbon
offsets seem a way to avoid taking responsibility for our own
behavior. Many offset schemes have great intentions, but
should probably be seen as another form of charity rather
than a scientific means of being ‘carbon neutral’. Other char-
ities or campaigns could well be a more effective use of a
passengers’ money.

After reading through the IPCC report, I soon signed the
Flight Free UK pledge not to fly in 2019, and I recently
pledged again for 2020. Changing my flying behavior, which
for most of us easily comprises the largest part of our indi-
vidual carbon footprint, felt an appropriately ‘dramatic’ re-
sponse to potential climate breakdown, which would affect
the world’s poor - people who will never have the means to
fly on a backpacker’s holiday - the hardest. In one sense,
quitting flying seems dramatic and radical, a sacrifice. Yet it
is, for me and many others, quite banal.

A lot of it depends on geography, viable alternatives to
flying, and personal circumstances. The UK, where I live, is
relatively well-connected by a range of ferry services, the
channel tunnel and, via the Eurostar, to the rest of Europe’s
vast train network and beyond. Earlier this year I travelled to
China by train for a research fieldtrip, and can attest to the
amazing rail infrastructure that exists all across Eurasia.

Yet for people who live in more remote countries like
New Zealand or countries with poor rail infrastructure like
the United States, I concede that non-flying options may be
far more constricted, before we even consider those with
family dispersed across the world for whom flying is un-
avoidable. But in the UK at least there are many flights which
likely only take off because of cheap prices stimulating de-
mand. Amazingly, in 2018 more Brits flew abroad than any
other nationality with the vast majority of those flights being
short-haul leisure trips. The ultimate game must be to
change the pricing signals so that flying, the most polluting
transport mode per kilometer, is not also the cheapest travel
mode per kilometer.

In terms of policies, that means three things. Firstly, build-
ing an international consensus to amend the so-called


